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Now that you have read the post for this month, many of you may be as surprised as I
was to find out about Porn. Here is what porn is in a nutshell:
Porn has no intrinsic value for ANYTHING.
















Porn doesn't build anything;
Porn doesn't contribute anything to society that is positive;
Porn destroys marriages;
Porn destroys households;
Porn causes more harm than good to people who watch it;
Porn introduces and exhibits sodomite behaviours;
Porn will have you masturbating like crazy;
Porn destroys your sex drive;
porn introduces behaviours to people that are destructive;
Porn is nasty and disgusting, when you get past the witchcraft;
Porn brings out the WORST in people;
Porn will get you hooked to it so you cannot stop even if you want to;
Porn will have you enjoying things that will make a dog vomit;
Porn will have you drooling over sluts and slags that you would NEVER look at EVER;
Porn will introduce you to really deviant behaviours and practices.

With all of that said, why is Porn a Multi-BILLION dollar business? Nobody in their
right mind would ever subject themselves to this, correct?
The operative words are RIGHT MIND.
Porn will alter your thinking and put you in a state of lust and debauchery that feels
GOOD as you masturbate to that fat slag of a woman with 2 toes who is getting boned
by the big Black guy with the 14" pee-pee. You want to watch that woman take that
pee-pee, don't you?
You are NOT in your right mind, as the devil through the sodomite spirit has
altered it so you will accept what the devil is throwing at you as "fun". The devil
knows that when you look at porn you are his, because that porn will stalk you and the
turn you into a sodomite, and it is sodomites that the devil rules over.
So why WOULD the devil say anything when people are dropping into his lap without
having to work hard at all?
Society is degenerating, and this is a cyclical condition that has happened to many
societies. We take a look at Nineveh, and how it was degenerating until the King
himself decreed that EVERYONE in Nineveh needed to repent of what they were
doing and join him (the King) in sackcloth and ashes.

So what happened?
The Lord of Hosts spared Ninevah from certain destruction, much to the chagrin of
Jonah, who want to see the wicked city destroyed. Why did the Lord spare
Ninevah? It is because of the repentance of the people. Unfortunately, the next
generation of people in Nineveh decided to tell the Lord of Hosts to go somewhere,
and Nineveh was destroyed because of the wickedness the Lord of Host s saw there.
We will need to do the same thing today, Christian, as the world is turning more and
more wicked watching and 'enjoying' something that has NO value at all and is not
even good for you. I could not find ONE thing that Porn was good for.
Can you?
It is going to take a wholesale turning away from porn for people to NOT be
destroyed. Porn is NOT easy to get rid of, and that is because porn has dual purposes
- to turn people into sodomites, and then to feed fetishes to enslave those who are
sodomites. In the meantime, people are being imprisoned by this sodomite spirit
because it is making sure that porn is EVERYWHERE so people are sodomites, and
this makes the devil VERY happy.
Turn to the Lord Jesus Christ if you are watching this trash, and ask Him to free you of
the bonds and the ties that the devil has put on you as a sodomite, and then help you
cast out the demons of the sodomite spirit as well as porn altogether. You do NOT
have to go to hell, but if you don't get rid of that sodomite spirit, that is exactly where
you will go.
As always, don't believe a thing that I have posted. Take what I have posted and
shared with you today to the Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to confirm what I am
saying. Ask Jesus to show you what He showed me, and your eyes will be opened to
what is really going on down here in this hellhole called earth, the prison planet.
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